
 

 

Campbelltown Camden DCC 
Men’s Cricket 

Round 2 V Sydney University 
Day 1 

 
1st grade Ghosts Cricket started Rd 2 vs Sydney University in good form after a resounding 
victory against Gordon in the previous week. After losing the toss Ghosts were sent in by 
Syd Uni on what was a challenging wicket in the 1st session. In form Ingleburn batsman 
Ardil Domingo continued to fight the battle before being dismissed before lunch for 34 runs, 
ultimately was top score for the day. Ghosts struggled to 5/65 at lunch before being 
dismissed for 132 runs. Sydney Uni is 1/131 in reply with a full days play next Saturday for 
the Ghosts to recover some positives from this match. 
 
2nd grade ghosts also struggled after batting first to be dismissed for 118 runs with young 
batsmen Jayden Simmons scoring 24 runs. Sydney Uni closed the day at 6/219 after an 
excellent bowling effort from young quick Jason Hayward who took 4/41 including a Hat 
Trick..!! 
 
3rd grade batted steadily for 70 overs to compile 237 runs mainly due to a productive 
partnership between veteran Anthony George (46 runs) and young batsman Keegan 
Moodlier (38). The side is confident in defending this target with a good bowling line up. 
 
4th grade after winning the 1st round also batted confidently to compile a good score of 
242 runs. Innings from Dan Constable (42 runs) skipper Jamie Malskaitas (40 runs) and 
another score from in form batsman Aaron Viles with 46 not out. Sydn Uni is already 2 
wickets down in reply setting a good match for the Ghosts next week. 
 
5th grade bowled first against Syd Uni and were doing it tough with Uni being 2/160 at one 
stage. Bowlers Bray (4 wickets) and Kornberger (4 wickets) ripped through the middle 
order to dismiss Uni for 239 runs. Ghosts are 2/49 in reply and looking forward to finishing 
the hard work already done by Bray and Kornberger. 
 
Allan Connolly 
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